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Aunique ConverGenCe of CirCumstAnCes AlloWs us to
identify make-up replacement national Bank note sheets printed during
the period between late 1903 and 1915.

this opportunity came about through a change in the fonts used to print
the serial numbers on national Bank note sheets that occurred at the beginning of
september 1903.  What happened was that the fonts used in the sealing and num-
bering overprinting presses were changed, but the old fonts continued to be used on
the machines used to prepare makeup sheets.

the differences in the character of the fonts allow us to distinguish between
regular and replacement notes.  See Figures 1 and 2.

the old fonts were replaced by the new in the make-up machines around
1915, so thereafter that diagnostic for spotting replacement notes vanishes.
Consequently, none have been recognized on series of 1902 blue seal plain backs.

the purposes of this article are to explain what we now know about the
replacement notes and how you can spot them.  our information about the
machines used to overprint both the regular and replacement serial numbers is lack-
ing so we will make clear what we do and don’t know about these machines.

Make-Up Sheets
there were four situations when the Bureau of engraving and printing

employed make-up sheets in the large size series.  three of these involved the substi-

tution of make-ups for misprinted sheets.  the make-ups carried identical serial
numbers as found on the defectives in the cases of all the replacements. 

(1) national Bank note sheets found to be misprinted during the manufac-
turing process were replaced with make-up sheets bearing the same serial numbers.

(2) national Bank note sheets found to be defective after delivery to the
Comptroller of the Currency were rejected by the Comptroller’s office, and the Bep
replaced them with make-up sheets bearing the same serial numbers.  this practice
was discontinued during the series of 1902 blue seal plain back issues.  thereafter
the defective sheets were simply canceled by the Comptroller’s clerks so the
sequences of sheets sent to the banks had telltale gaps in the serial number sequence.

(3) make-up sheets with identical serial numbers were used to replace all
misprinted type note sheets found during the manufacturing process prior to the
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introduction of star notes for the heavily used denominations prior to 1910, and for
low-production, high-denomination defectives thereafter (murray, tauber and
Conklin, 1996).

(4) the make-up sheet process was employed to number type notes with 1-,
2- and 3-digit serial numbers.  this was the only known use of make-up sheets not
related to replacing misprints.

only items 1 and 2, which pertain to national Bank notes, are the concerns
of this article.  there are ambiguities involved with the production of type note
replacements that preclude drawing inferences between what happened with them as
contrasted to national Bank notes during the same era.

defective national Bank note sheets found during the manufacturing
process were replaced with make-up sheets.  they were made to preserve the integrity
of serial number sequences and maintain counts for accounting purposes.

simek and Huntoon (2012) provide considerable information about the

production of make-up sheets for the series of 1929 national Bank notes.  extra
sheets were printed with everything except serial numbers during each print run.  the
extras were used as necessary to replace defectives caught by inspectors.  the serial
numbers on the defect sheets were reproduced on the make-ups by operatives using
paging machines.

A paging machine is a device that has a serial number register in which the
operator sets the desired number along with appropriate prefix and suffix letters and
affixes it to the work.  the paging machines used in the production of small size
nationals applied one serial number at a time.  in the case of type 2 notes, both the

Figure 1.  This attractive red seal from Los Angeles is particularly special because it is from a 10-10-10-20 make-up sheet substituted for a
misprinted sheet during the manufacturing process in 1904.  The distinguishing feature is the font used to print the sheet serial numbers.
The note is from the first in a 600-sheet printing bearing bank sheet serials 3201-3800.  (Photo courtesy of Heritage Auction Archives)

Figure 2.  Comparison between the old style (top) and new style (bottom) serial number fonts found on 1903-1915 vintage  National Bank
Notes.  The old style font was used to print make-up replacement sheets to replace misprints.  The differences between digits 2, 3 and 4 are
especially pronounced.  Notice the droopy 2, the particularly long diagonal sloping line in the 4, and the exaggerated cross hatch in the 3.
Minor differences also are apparent between digits 1, 5, 6, 7 and 9.
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serial and charter numbers were applied simultaneously. the replacement numbers
on series of 1929 notes typically look rubber stamped and exhibit alignment prob-
lems.

We were fortunate to find a scan of an uncut sheet of series of 1902 red seal
make-up replacement notes, the moravia sheet illustrated here as Figure 3. the serial
numbers are precisely placed and perfectly formed on it in stark contrast to the series
of 1929 replacements.  this quality is characteristic of all the large size replacement
notes that we have identified.

We haven’t obtained documentation pertaining to the character of the
machines used to make the large size replacement sheets.  two seemingly contradicto-
ry facts have emerged from our observations.

the accurate quality of the placements of the numbers and their crispness on
the large size nationals implies that the replacement sheets were made up on
machines that numbered all the subjects on a sheet at once.  this sounds like a small
hand-operated proving press.

However, we located fabulous orders in the correspondence files of the direc-
tor of the Bureau of engraving and printing in the national Archives that indicate
that the numbers were indeed applied by paging machines identical to or similar to
those used for the series of 1929 replacements.  An example is illustrated here as
Figure 5. notice that this is an order from the Comptroller of the Currency request-
ing a replacement for a misprint that one of his clerks discovered.

the letter reached Bep director ralph, who in turn bumped it down
through the line until it and the makeup sheet that it called for arrived at the num-
bering division.  the operative dialed in the appropriate numbers called for and test-
ed them on the most convenient piece of paper available before affixing them to the
make-up sheet.  the spectacular results are perfectly printed examples of the required
serial numbers on the order!

their independent placements on the order are identical to what is expected
from a paging machine where the numbers are applied one at a time.  furthermore,
they are as perfectly printed as the serial numbers found on both regular notes.  it
may well be that simple paging machines were used to apply the numbers one at a
time to the large size replacement sheets, just as was done later in the series of 1929.
However, the operatives were able to somehow align the numbers with greater preci-
sion and the numbering registers were capable of producing crisper prints.

Fonts
prior to september 1903, the Bureau was using serial number wheels for

national Bank notes that used the distinctive font shown in the top line on Figure 2.
the identical font was used on the make-up sheets.

some of the numerals in the font are particularly distinctive.  for example,
notice the droopy 2 and the long sloping diagonal on the 4.

the new style numbers shown in the bottom line of Figure 2 were substitut-
ed in the sealing and serial numbering presses beginning in september 1903.  We
don’t know if totally new overprinting presses were purchased, if new serial number-
ing registers were substituted, or if the individual numbering wheels within the regis-
ters were replaced.  regardless, the data from observed notes reveals that the
changeover occurred over a period of at least a couple of months, so it appears that
the changeover processes involved sequentially replacing or renovating the available
presses.

Wonderful for collectors is the fact that the numbering wheels in the make-
up machines were left as was.  the result was that the make-up sheets made after late
1903 continued to sport the old style numbers and their use persisted to about 1915,

Figure 3 (opposite).  This spectacular number 1 sheet from Moravia, New York, is a make-up replacement, easily revealed by the distinctive
2 and 4 in the treasury serial number.  Number 1 sheets were at the top of their piles, so were the sheets most commonly damaged and
replaced of all serial numbers.   Notice that the serial numbers are perfectly formed and perfectly aligned within the sheet.  These numbers
were not applied by the less precise paging machines used to make up Series of 1929 replacement sheets.  (Photo courtesy of Heritage
Auction Archives)
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when they too were replaced.
the old style font provides us with a definitive means for identifying make-

up notes printed during the 1903-1915 period.  the key in doing so is to determine if
a note in question was printed during the critical window.

We must caution that our 1915 cutoff for the use of the old font is based
solely on the fact that we have not seen a series of 1902 blue seal plain back with the
variety.  if one should turn up, it will be necessary to extend the 1903-1915 range
accordingly.

Diagnostics
national Bank notes meeting the following criteria are replacement notes

printed during the september 1903-1915 period:
1.  the note must have serial numbers of the old style shown on Figure 2.
2.  the note must be a series of 1882 brown back or date back, or 1902 red

seal or date back.
3.  the series of 1882 brown backs and series of 1902 red seals must have

serial numbers greater than the following:

1882 Brown Backs 1902 Red Seals
5-5-5-5 H705403H A530328
10-10-10-10 all qualify all qualify
10-10-10-20 e457219e B241777
50-100 B468523 A92661

Figure 4.  Significant pair of St. Louis brown back $10s from the same press run from the same plate position wherein the top note bears
replacement sheet serial numbers and the bottom note bears conventional numbers.  Such an occurrence is possible only if the sheet con-
taining the top note was a substitute.  Notice the distinctive droopy 2's in the Treasury serial number and exaggerated cross bar on the 3 in
the bank serial number on the top note.  (Photos courtesy of Heritage Auction Archives)
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Figure 5.  Order from Deputy Comptroller of the Currency Fowler to BEP Director Ralph requesting that a  Series of 1902 date back 10-10-
10-20 make-up sheet be prepared to replace a misprint found by his clerks.  Notice the distinctive droopy 2 in the Treasury number and the
3s with exaggerated cross hatch in both numbers that were stamped on the order.  It wasn’t long after this that the distinctive fonts used to
make serial numbers on replacement sheets were replaced.
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the serial numbers listed above may be adjusted as new observations are
made.

Discovery
the discovery of how to distinguish between make-up and regular produc-

tion notes outlined here is a great tale of numismatic deductive sleuth work worth
telling.

Co-author Hewitt started to recognize that two different fonts of numbers
were used on series of 1902 red seals.  the older font appeared on all of the earliest
notes in the series, but then appeared rather randomly later on.  He then wondered if
the older font might somehow have been used exclusively on make-up notes during
the rest of the series.

At first he attempted to find examples of notes printed after late 1903 with
old style numbers.  He knew from work on the series of 1929 nationals that the most
replaced sheets were the number 1 sheets or first sheets in successive printings because
those sheets were most susceptible to damage.  He focused on serial number 1 series
of 1902 red seals and on notes with serial numbers that looked like first numbers in
successive print runs.  this yielded a surprising number of examples and gave him
confidence that he was indeed looking at replacements.

His was no small effort.  He ground through images of some 4,000 notes in
auction catalogs and various auction archives, especially the Heritage Auction
Archives and the national Currency foundation census websites.  the search tools
available on the national Currency foundation website made the study possible.

A critical test had to be passed.  Hewitt had to find pairs of notes from both
the same serial numbering press run and the same plate position, wherein the serial
numbers on the respective notes would exhibit different fonts.  the treasury serial
numbers on such a pair would be from the same set and track the bank numbers.
such a pair would prove conclusively that a substitution had been made.

two such pairs have been identified.  A spectacular uncirculated series of
1882 example from st. louis is shown on Figure 4. the other is a pair of series of
1882 brown back $5s from the first national Bank of donora, pennsylvania (charter
#5835) with serials t45064t-1-A and t45385t-322-A, where the number 1 is the
replacement.  the donora notes can be viewed on the national Currency foundation
website.

Perspective
Collectors have long recognized series of 1929 replacement notes, but have

been frustrated by not being able to readily identify their counterparts in the large
size series.  We are chipping away at solving that problem by at least providing a pro-
tocol for recognizing the ones made during the 1903-1915 period.
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